@atmospheres is a students’ initiative born in 2013 with the aim of bringing the voice of Politecnico di Milano during the Milan Design Week.

**what:** international architecture workshop led by @polimi students

**when:** 28th Feb / 29th Feb / 1st Mar and presentation on 7th Mar

**where:** Politecnico di Milano

Take the opportunity to design the installation of “Atmospheres 2020: Carosello Turbamento”, an event that will stage the deepest fears of our society for the Milan Design Week.

During the workshop you will be able to front collectives, architecture firms and professors regarding the theme of mobile architecture and self-construction.

30 students from @polimi will join a design competition for a travelling architecture. A jury with selected hosts will declare the winning project which will be built by all the students working together.

The project will be the scenography for the event held on 20th April in the Patio of Politecnico di Milano.
28th February
09.00_ introduction and welcome
10.30_ lecture by BINOCLE
13.00_ lunch break
----------------
14.00_ design and revision
19.00_ finish

29th February
09.00_ design and revision
13.00_ lunch break
----------------
14.00_ design and revision
15.00_ lecture by Office QTA
19.00_ finish

1st March
09.00_ design and revision
10.30_ lecture by SuperSpatial
13.00_ lunch break
----------------
14.00_ design and revision
19.00_ finish

7th March
09.30_ final presentation with jury
12.00_ aperitivo

20th April
20.30_ Atmospheres 2020
“Carosello Turbamento” Event!

ATMOSPHERES 2020

BINOCLE:
@studiobinocle
is the office led by Italian architect Lorenzo Bini since 2011 that works on the transformation of existing spaces shifting from temporary structures to permanent buildings and gardens. Beside his professional activity, Lorenzo has been adjunct professor at the Politecnico di Milano and visiting professor at the Design Academy Eindhoven.

Quinzii Terna Architecture:
@quinziiterna
is an architecture office based in Milan, founded in 2012 and led by Chiara Quinzii and Diego Terna. It practices architecture, urbanism and research in a national and international context, working in a wide range of projects, supported by publishing, criticism and didactics. Its activity develops through commissions, competitions, publications and workshops.

SuperSpatial:
@superspatial
is a multidisciplinary office that uses architecture as a means to transform surrounding environments and to challenge traditional ways of thinking. The office started in 2017 after graduating from Politecnico di Milano with experience at Tu Delft and Ecole Polytechnique Lausanne. SuperSpatial team gained experience working for international offices such as OMA in Rotterdam, and currently are involved in teaching at Politecnico di Milano.
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